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Abstract

    Interconnection of contiguous village is forming a network. With the diversity of small-scale core developments and 
through the linking of transportation system, these contiguous villages can enlarge their superiorities and characterist-
ics evolving into a new village network lifestyle. To improve the rural network life circle, each villages have to enhance 
its characteristic and linkage in between each others continuously.

     We don’t need various extensive development project, but try to keep the original lifestyle and development the ru-
ral areas in more “resilience” way.

     From lifestyle to industries, everything is close to water in the Xinxing harbor village- surrounding by sea and river. 
For the global issues, we raise more resilience village design to the life circle. when resisting to the natural threat, they 
may have the ability to prevent, and further sustainable development.

     By strengthening the relation to the water, which can improving the village resilience. Instead, be more able to face 
the �ood disaster.



     Main infrastructures are disbursed in 2 main areas, which we call ”water line”. The expansion and compression of th-
e water can be recreated into the site by the established of this 2 water lines. They will in�uence the future developme-
nt of the village shape. 2 water lines provide di�erent infrastructures and spaces design, to responding the resident’s d-
aily life and unexpectedly emergency.
 
    The water line dosen’t have clear boundary and changing continually, just like the ambiguous relation between the 
people and water.
 
Water Line-  sea:
1. multiple activities with the matching of the tidal variation .
2. Mangroves: grow in the outfalls of sewage system, reduce storm surges, wind and swell waves.
3. wave energy converter: capturing tides and currents �ow energy
4. o�shore sea water �shery line: multiple composition of �oating platform
5. coastline activity: �shing work and leisure
 
Water Line-  stream:
1. The small scale of the social communities and the intimacy of the water.
2. A water channel connecting with the greens.
3. The old drainage system combined with the new ecological sewage system. Re-calmed water will discharge raw into it.
4. The �oating platform: a pathway connecting the facilities
5. Public facilities/refugee: seafood producers’ cooperatives, community center, elementary school and library.
 
 Additional water line:
1. the original wetland: an ecological sewage system combined with the original wetland
2. small scale ecological ponds: the disaster reservoir in the storm

 
    We consider the village as the extension of the intertidal zone, setting variety layers for the landscape. In the di�erent 
hours, water will create distinct spaces and types of activities.



A. Thesis

A-1.Evolution of Village



    With the widespread of internet, urbanization of rural area is not the 
only orientation for suburban district. Interconnection of contiguous 
village is forming a network, which to replace the dichotomy of city 
and countryside

    With the diversity of small-scale core developments,  Xinxing harbor 
village will evolve a new �shing village network lifestyle through the 
linking of transportation system, these contiguous villages can 
enlarge their superiorities and Characteristics .  We don’t need various 
extensive development project, but try to keep the original lifestyle 
and development the rural areas in more “resilience” way.



A-2.Between the Waters

   Froam the particular pattern of the base geographical feature,  through a broad scale observation, we could found that 
the village is surrounding by sea and rivers. From lifestyle to industries, everything is close to water. There is a ambiguous 
interactive relationship between residents and water.
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[intertidal]

    The livelihoods of resident are close to the broad intertidal area, it is about 300m width at low tide. 
The embankment simultaneously separate and connect the village and the intertidal.



[village]

    In 1970’s, the village have only 7 to 8 families. They distributed in the middle 
of the land which aligned from north to south. Originally the residence built their 
house at the seashore. Nowadays, they build houses away from the sea again, 
due to the natural disasters and lack of buildable land.



[Facility]

   To live with the sea, the residents 
invented di�erent equipments. These 
equipments not only extended the 
horizontal activity spaces, but also 
have the ability to allow people 
reaching di�erent vertical spaces, 
such as: below the water.



[dyke- drifting apart from the water]

    Few years ago, dyke had been built to prevent the �ooding during the typhoon. 
The river has been deposited into the farmland.

    The intimacy between the resedents and water is    gradually disappeared.



[river and the farmland]
    The river was the shelter of the boats when the storm coming, but it 
is also a threat when the �ooding through the farmland reaching villages.



B. Resilience system

    To improve the rural network life circle, each centers have to enhance its characteristic and linkage in betw
een each others continuously.

    For the global issues, we raise more resilience village design to the life circle. when resisting to the natural threat, 
they may have the ability to prevent,and further sustainable developing.

    By strengthening the relation to the water, which can improving  the  village resilience. Instead, be more able to 
face the �ood disaster.



B-1.Existing System
    The residents develop a lifestyle and the industry based on the environment. 
Each of it has di�erent layer according to the distance to the sea.



B-2. Main Strategies-Water Line

We consider the site as the extension of the intertidal zone.



Water Line-  sea

    There is large area in the seashore, can combined 
with multiple activities with the matching of the tidal 

variation .

Water Line-  stream

    The small scale of the social communities and 
the intimacy of the water. A water channel conn-
ecting with the greens.

    Main infrastructures are disbursed in 2 main areas, which we call  ”water line”. The 
expansion and compression of the water can be recreated into the site by the estab-
lished of this 2 water lines. they will in�uence the future development of the village 
shape.

    2 water lines provide di�erent infrastructures and spaces design, to responding the 
resident’s daily life and unexpectedly emergency.



B-3.Bio-ecological Drainage System
       (Rain)

present plan



B-3.Eio-ecological Drainage System
        (Sewage)
    Combined the old drainage system and the new ecological 
sewage system. Re-calmed water will discharge raw into the 
water line-stream. In the stormy day, the stream can be the 
water catcher to channeling the surface out�ow, �ltering and 
leading excess water into the sea.



B-4.Green System

    At the north side, there is an ecological sewage system. 
Beside the water line-stream, there are several small scale 
ecological ponds that can be the disaster reservoir in the 
storm.
    Along the seashore, there are mangroves that grows in 
the outfalls of sewage system. Mangrove forests provide 
homes for several species of plants and animals. they re-
duce storm surges, wind and swell waves.



B-5.Road System

present plan



B-5.Escaping Routes System

    Water line-stream combined the �oating platform, can be a 
pathway for the village to connect north and south. Within the 
1 minute walking distance, there are several public facilities on 
the water line-stream: seafood producers’ cooperatives, 
community center, elementary school and library. In the meanwhile, 
these public spaces can turn to be refugee when the happening of 
disaster, and it is connected by the �oating platform.



B-6.Electric System     The pier’s structure will set up a wave energy converter  to capture tides and currents �ow energy, 
which rely on ocean surface waves. The energy produced will light up the sea facilities at night, and part 
of village facilities in case of emergency.

present plan



B-7. Industry System There are 2 catogories on the water line-sea, o�shore sea water �shery line and coastline activity. Coastline activity can 
be divided into 2 parts: �shing work and leisure, which happened both in pier and land, and the 
pleasure pier allows dock-in cinema and �shing.water line-stream serves as daily life habitat place.

present plan



B-8.Future System



C. Technical Features & Architecture Design

    Through the observations in the site, we found some interesting objects 
and lifestyles. Improving these objects and maintaining the local culture, in 
purpose to create a new type of �shing village.



C-1. Floating Platform Construction

    Residents using a simple styrofoam board as a vehicle to rowing 
between the seashore and boat. We transform it into a component 
of the industry and public spaces-- �oating platform.

lock  

plate

floating box



    Besides its original function--transportation, it also 
used as the �oating part of the o�shore �shing farm, 
pier, village pathway and public space.

C-1. Floating Platform Construction
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C-1. Floating Platform Construction

plateform in community
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C-2. Public Space

Sea Pasturage



C-2. Public Space

    The residents who work as seafood producers, their cooperative 
area will be regarded as a social public space, linking by the �oating 
platform and add-on some new programmes, such as community 
center, elementary school and library.

floating



C-2. Public Space



C-2. Public Space
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C-3. Landscape
    We consider the village as the extention of the intertidal zone, setting variety layers for the 
landscape. in the di�erent hours, water will create distinct spaces and types of activities.

Windbreaks

Dynamic Coastline Terrace



C-3. Landscape

Mangrove



C-3. Landscape

Windbreaks



C-3. Landscape

cooperative

community center



C-4. education

elementary school and library

They need to set up educational institutions in response to new population in the 
future. Building the school in the southern of water line- stream can provide that 
local children receive primary education in the village.



C-5. Residential

    The existing house form are aligned from east to west, following by kin relation through 
the settlements. The new develope housing will keeps the same characteristic. Respond to 
the disaster and industry, the �rst �oor will serves as equipment storage space.



D. Overview



D-1. Sea Line
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D-2. Water Line- Stream


































D-3. Disaster 

row switching between 2 water line  :

water line-sea: as the �rst line of defense (�oting platform sinking down -> the ragged coastline -> mangrove breaking waves)
    when the storm coming, The coastal �oating platform will sink into the sea to prevent the storm demage. This action will ealarge the 
characteristic of the soft and hard coastline. 

water line-stream: when the happening of the disaster and the community �ooded, the �oating platform in the water line- stream can be 
an escape route immediately. The escape route will be the new coastline and the disaster reconstruction path in the future.
Sheinya Fonng







Phase :

stage 1
The ecological sewage systems added to the original settlement
Planting over the expansive coastline 
Build coastal platforms and �oating dock
Establish community cooperatives
Bring the new greenbelt to the community
 
stage 2
build the refuge harbor in the north  
expand mangroves and windbreaks 
Establish coastal businesses and recreational facilities 
Develop community centers
New settlement grow up backward

stage 3
The balance of the ecological sewage system
Remove old buildings damaged by the disaster along the coastline 
Sightseeing activities �ourish
New settlement grow up along the Water Line- stream to the east

D-4. Development Phase 



Village        Industry         Infrastructure

We anticipate the xinxing village can be the role model in this village network
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